This New Millennium, Gift Everyone
Some Safe Water To Drink.

IF SO, JOIN ONE DOLLAR REVOLUTION
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very 3 seconds, a person dies of drinking contaminated water somewhere on earth. It is
the largest human killer ever known, claiming
the precious lives of 25 thousand people a day!
One among every 5 of us is obliged to
drink water, fouled by human and animal excreta.
Result: It breeds 80 per cent of human illnesses.
Almost half of the human population is suffering from waterborne diseases, says WHO.
Nearly 2 billion people in the least developed countries will enter the 21st century without access to safe water. And they will live in more
desperate poverty and poorer health than those
who have.
afe Water for the Poor (SWFP) is a global movement of some 16 thousand volunteers under
the aegis of Global Initiatives for Sustainable Development and Humanitarian Action (GI). The
movement has, so far, helped more than 300,000
people ensure safe water themselves. Their missionSafe Water for All.
SWFP has a broad vision of making access
to safe water : as a basic human right and a transformation tool; as the entry point to alleviating
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poverty, empowering women, safeguarding public health, conserving the natural resources, uplifting economically through savings. And a path
towards demolishing untouchability, and promoting equality, equity and peace.
revention of water-related deaths lies in your
pocket. SWFP has successfully demonstrated
at the community level that merely a single dollar is adequate to protect the life of a person in
underdeveloped countries for an entire year. As
little investment as 0.0027 cents a day a person!
The scheme is christened ONE DOLLAR REVOLUTION.
You can make a difference with your time,
energy, talent and resources. You can help and
heal, support and nurture, serve and share, lead
and learn, or enlist as a Volunteer of the movement. Your small help save millions of lives.
t is up to you to act. How? Pick up the pen
and fill the form below. Donate at a rate of US$1
per person to sponsor one or more people.
If you sponsor five families of 6 members
each (30 persons) or more, you could take the
pride of a recipient of the COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
from the GI International Board of Trustees.
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I enclose a check/bank draft payable to : Global Initiatives for Sustainable Development and Humanitarian Action (GI)
Credit Card#

    Exp. Date Donation US$

Name
Address
Check if you would like a receipt

Signature



City

Country/Post Code

Check if you would like to receive more information on GI

Please send the coupon and your donation to :
Global Initiatives International Secretariat (GIIS)
GPO Box 10422, Kuleswor Height, Kathmandu, Nepal



Safe Water for the Poor
A GLOBAL MOVEMENT TO ENSURE SAFE WATER FOR ALL

GI is a government-registered universal movement, toiling for holistic human development and peace. Flyer created by Public Media Center.
Please make few photocopies of the flyer and distribute to your friends. GI acknowledges your support to spread word about the movement.

